
Marker Dual Sm Charles: A Comprehensive
Guide to the Legendary Pen
The Marker Dual Sm Charles is a legendary fountain pen that has been
used by countless artists, designers, and writers over the years. It is known
for its smooth writing experience, its beautiful design, and its versatility. In
this comprehensive guide, we will take a closer look at the Marker Dual Sm
Charles, including its history, its features, and its performance.

History of the Marker Dual Sm Charles

The Marker Dual Sm Charles was first introduced in 1978. It was designed
by Charles Lewis, a renowned pen designer who is also responsible for the
design of the iconic Pelikan M800 and Rotring ArtPen.
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The Marker Dual Sm Charles was an instant success, and it quickly
became one of the most popular fountain pens on the market. It was
praised for its smooth writing experience, its beautiful design, and its
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versatility. Over the years, the Marker Dual Sm Charles has been used by
countless artists, designers, and writers, including Pablo Picasso, Andy
Warhol, and Norman Mailer.

Features of the Marker Dual Sm Charles

The Marker Dual Sm Charles is a medium-sized fountain pen with a classic
design. It is made from high-quality materials, including brass, stainless
steel, and acrylic resin. The pen features a sleek, streamlined profile with a
slight taper towards the end. The cap is adorned with a gold-plated clip and
a black finial.

The Marker Dual Sm Charles is a dual-tipped pen, which means that it has
both a fine and a medium nib. This makes the pen ideal for a variety of
writing and drawing tasks. The fine nib is perfect for precise writing and
detailed drawings, while the medium nib is ideal for more general writing
and sketching.

The Marker Dual Sm Charles uses standard international ink cartridges or
a converter. This makes it easy to change the ink color and to refill the pen
when necessary.

Performance of the Marker Dual Sm Charles

The Marker Dual Sm Charles is a joy to write with. The pen has a smooth,
consistent ink flow that makes writing effortless. The fine nib is ideal for
precise writing and detailed drawings, while the medium nib is ideal for
more general writing and sketching. The pen is also well-balanced and
comfortable to hold, even for extended periods of time.



The Marker Dual Sm Charles is a versatile pen that can be used for a
variety of writing and drawing tasks. It is a great choice for artists,
designers, and writers who are looking for a high-quality pen that will
perform well for years to come.

The Marker Dual Sm Charles is a legendary fountain pen that has been
used by countless artists, designers, and writers over the years. It is known
for its smooth writing experience, its beautiful design, and its versatility. The
pen is a great choice for anyone who is looking for a high-quality fountain
pen that will perform well for years to come.
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